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Abstract 
In this paper we consider bootstrap approximation to the sampling distribution of an 
estimator of the offspring mean m in a branching process with immigration. A modification of 
the standard parametric bootstrap procedure is shown to eliminate the invalidity of the 
standard bootstrap for the case m = 1, as reported in Sriram (1994). Furthermore, the modified 
bootstrap isshown to provide valid approximations for other values ofm ( ~ 1) as well. Thus, in 
this example, the modified bootstrap rovides a unified solution while the form of the limit 
distribution of the estimator of m via classical asymptotic theory depends on m. It is argued that 
similar modifications will be useful more generally. 
Keywords: Bootstrap; Branching processes with immigration; Asymptotic validity; Limit 
theory 
1. Introduction 
Consider a branching process with immigration which can be defined recursively by 
the following equation: 
Zi - 1 
Z i :  ~ ~i_l,k + Yi, i=1,2 . . . . .  (1 .1 )  
k=l  
with Zo = 1. Here Zi is the size of the ith generation of a population, ~_ 1,k is the 
offspring size of the kth individual belonging to the (i - 1)th generation and Y~ is the 
number of immigrants contributing to the population's ith generation. Throughout 
the paper, we assume that {(~_ 1.k} and { Yi} in (1.1) are independent sequences ofi.i.d. 
nonnegative, integer-valued random variables (r.v.'s) with finite means m and 2, and 
finite and positive variances 0 .2 and b 2, respectively. 
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Suppose that a sample {(Zi, Y~), i = 1 . . . . .  n} is available. Then, natural estimators 
of the offspring mean m and the immigration mean 2 are given, respectively, by 
rh~ = Z i -  1 (Zi - Yi) 
i= l  i=1  
and 
n 
"~n = n -1 ~, Yi. (1.2) 
i=1  
It is also possible to estimate m and 2 based only on the partial information on {Zi } 
and study their properties; see Heyde and Seneta (1972, 1974), Wei and Winnicki 
(1990) and the references therein. 
For statistical inference about parameter m, one may consider the pivot given by 
Vn = Z i -  1 (rh~ - m). (1.3) 
/=1  
Generally, knowing the distribution of the pivot permits forming confidence intervals, 
setting up tests of hypotheses about m, etc. However, here, the form of the limit 
distribution of V~ depends on m. More specifically, it is known that, as n --* oo, 
N(0, tr 2) if m ¢ 1, (1.4) 
v '~D~ {X(1) -2} /{ I~X( t )d t}  1/2= V if m=l ,  
where {X(t)} is a nonnegative diffusion process with generator 
dh(x)  = 2h'(x) + (½)xa2h"(x), for h e C~ [0, oo), and is obtained as a weak limit of 
the process Zt~tj/n, as n ~ oo. Here C~ [0, oo) is the space of all infinitely differenti- 
able functions on [0, oo) which have compact supports, and ' and " denote the first 
and the second derivative, respectively. For the result (1.4), see Sriram et al. (1991) for 
the case m < 1 (subcritical) and m = 1 (critical), and Wei and Winnicki (1989) for 
m > 1 (supercritical). 
In an attempt o approximate the sampling distribution of V~, Sriram (1994) 
considered a parametric bootstrap by assuming power series offspring and immigra- 
tion distributions. However, it was shown that it does not lead to an asymptotically 
valid approximation for the case m = 1; see Sriram (1994) for details. Because of the 
failure of the parametric bootstrap at m = 1, the investigation of the same for other 
values of m (namely m # 1) was not carried out in Sriram (1994). 
In this paper, we propose a modification of the parametric bootstrap considered in
Sriram (1994) and show that the modified procedure provides an asymptotically valid 
approximation tothe sampling distribution of Vn, not only for the case m = 1, but also 
for the case m #: 1. The above result is shown for a general class of discrete distribu- 
tions, not necessarily of the power series type. 
The basic idea of modifying a standard bootstrap so as to provide a unified solution 
can be used in other critical cases known in the literature as well. For example, it has 
been shown by Basawa et al. (1991) and Datta (1992) that for autoregression, a similar 
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invalidity results from the use of standard bootstrap, when the autoregressive para- 
meter is + 1. It is possible to propose a similar modified bootstrap scheme for 
autoregression as done here and establish its asymptotic validity for all values of the 
autoregressive parameter, but it will be considered in a forthcoming article. 
Bootstrap methods have received considerable attention since the pioneering work 
of Efron (1979). A good survey of results for the i.i.d, setup is provided in a review 
article by Babu (1989); one may also consult he recent book by Hall (1992). Bootstrap 
schemes for various dependent models have been proposed by Bose (1988), Kiinsch 
(1989), Basawa et al. (1989), Lahiri (1991), Athreya and Fuh (1992), Liu and Singh 
(1992), Politis and Romano (1992), Datta and McCormick (1992, 1993), among others. 
2. The bootstrap and summary of results 
For the purpose of parametric bootstrap, we assume that the offspring and the 
immigration r.v.'s have probability mass functions (p.m.f.'s) 
po(u)=Po[~=u] and q4,(y)=Q4,[Y=y], u,y=O,  1 . . . . .  (2.1) 
depending on parameters 0 and ~b, respectively, where 0 e O _ ~ and 4) e • ~_ ~. By 
(2.1) we have m = Eo(~) =f l  (0) and 2 = E(o(Y) = 91 (4~) for some functions f l  and 91. 
Throughout the rest of the paper it is assumed that f l  is a one-to-one mapping of O to 
[0, oo) and gl is a one-to-one mapping of • to [0, oo). Furthermore, f l  and gl are 
assumed to be homeomorphisms between their respective domains and ranges. 
Note that the power series distributions satisfy the assumptions made above. To see 
this, take 
po(u) = a(u)O"/A(O) and q~(y) = b(y)~Y/B(y), (2.2) 
where {a(u)} and {b(y)} are known nonnegative sequences, A(O)= E,,Lo a(u)O" for 
o0 0 < 0 < 0* and B(~b) = Y~r=o b(y)& for 0 < ~ < ~b*, where 0* and 4)* are the radii of 
the two power series. Then, it can be easily shown that m = Eo(~)= OA'(O)/A(O), 
2 = Eo(Y) = ckB'(~)/B (~) and the variances a2 = Vo(~) = O(Sm/,90) and b 2 = Ve~(Y) 
--~b(02/8~b). Here 0 denotes a partial derivative. Since 0, ~b, 0 .2 and b 2 are all assumed 
to be positive, we have that m and 2 are strictly increasing functions of 0 and ~b, 
respectively. Hence, m and 2 are one-to-one functions of 0 and ~b, respectively. Here 
homeomorphism can be easily verified. Note that for power series distributions 
rh, and 2, defined in (1.2) are maximum likelihood estimators of m and 2, respectively; 
see, for instance, Bhat and Adke (1981). 
A (parametric) bootstrap rocedure to approximate the sampling distribution of 
1/", in (1.3) can be described as follows. Given a sample 5~, = {(Zi, Yi), i = 1, ..., n}, 
estimate the offspring mean m by some estimator n~, based on 3~, and the immigration 
mean 2 by 2, defined in (1.2). Replace 0 and ~b in (2.1) by their respective stimates 
0, =fi- l(ff~,)and q~, = 9i-'(,~). Conditional on 3q,, let {¢*~} be a sequence of i.i.d. 
r.v.'s having p.m.f, p~. and { Y* } be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s having p.m.f, qg. The 
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bootstrap sample Y'* = {(Z*, Y*), i = 1 . . . . .  n} is then obtained recursively from 
z,*_, 
z* Z * = ~i-1,k "~ Yi*, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  (2.3) 
k=l  
with Z* = 1. Define the bootstrap analogue of rh, and V. by 
m. = Z*-i (Z* - Y*) 
i=1  i=1 
(2.4) 
and 
v*  = z*  1 ( ,h* - 
i=1  
(2.5) 
respectively. The (conditional) distribution of V* in (2.5) (given the original sample 
Y'.) constitutes a bootstrap approximation to the distribution of V,. 
Note that, so far we have left the selection of the estimator h. for parametric 
bootstrap quite arbitrary. Clearly, the natural choice for it is rh. in (1.2) itself. This 
choice of rfi. corresponds to the standard parametric bootstrap mentioned in the 
introduction. However, as mentioned earlier, with rh, = rh. and assuming power series 
distributions ( ee (2.2)) Sriram (1994) showed that the conditional limit distribution of 
the bootstrap ivot V* does not coincide with the limit distribution of V. in (1.4), when 
m = 1. In other words, the asymptotic validity does not hold for the standard 
parametric bootstrap. A deeper analysis hows that the main reason for its failure is 
that, when m = 1, the estimated distribution pI-i t,a.) no longer serves as a good choice 
for the bootstrap opulation, since rh. does not converge to m fast enough. 
In this paper we propose the following selection of rfi. which converges sufficiently 
fast to rn, when m = 1, and still remains consistent for other values of m. The idea 
behind it is that of an adaptive (data-dependent) shrinkage towards m = 1 (similar in 
spirit to the Hodges estimator, see LeCam (1953)). In order to describe our selection of 
rfi., let {q.} be a nonrandom sequence satisfying nq, ~0.  Let 6, = h(Y.~= 1 Zi -1)  
where h is a positive function on [0, ~)  such that l imz.o~(z/loglogz)l/Zh(z) = ~,  
l imz~ h(z) = 0; e.g. h(z) = z-1/3. For ~. in (1.2), define 
I~ -q .  if 1 -6 .~<rh .~<l -q . ,  rfi,= +r/. /f 1 + r/. ~< rh. ~< 1 + 6., (2.6) m. otherwise. 
The role of 6. and q, in the definition of rfi. is explained further in Remark 2.1 below. 
The main result of this paper is that, with the above selection of rh., the (condi- 
tional) distribution of bootstrap ivot V* in (2.5) is asymptotically close to the 
distribution of the pivot V. given in (1.3). In order to describe it formally, we let P* 
denote the probability corresponding to the bootstrap sample ~r*, conditional on the 
original sample ~r. 
Before we state the main theorem, we make the following assumptions: 
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(A1) The variances 0 .2 and b 2 of the offspring and immigration r.v.'s are continuous 
functions of 0 and ~b, respectively. 
(A2) The function O~,Eo[~[ 2+~ is continuous in 0 for some 6 > 0 (2.7) 
(A3) For any sequence {0,} ~ O such that 0, ~ 0 ~ O, 
l imsup I0. - 01-1 ~ 17o.(0- yo(i)l < ~,  
n ~  i :0  
where 7o(i) i • = Yq=o Po(J), for Po defined in (2.1). For any sequence {q~.} e q~ such that 
~.~b~,  
lim ~ Is~.(i) - s,~(i)l = O, 
n ~  i=0 
i where so(i ) = ~j=o qo(J), for q~b defined in (2.1). 
Note that the assumptions (A1)-(A3) can be easily verified for the power series 
offspring and immigration distributions defined in (2.2). 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the model 9iven in (1.1), V, in (1.3) and V* in (2.5), where tfi. is 
9iven by (2.6). Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2) in (2.7), 
sup IP{V. <<, x} - P*{V* <<, x}] ~0 asn~ oo, (2.8) 
x 
almost surely (a.s.), for all m <<, 1. For m > 1, (2.8) holds under the assumptions (A1) and 
(A3). 
Remark 2.1. The construction of rfi, ensures that it is within q. distance of 1 whenever 
rh. is within 6. distance of 1 (an indication that the true m is one or very close to one). 
A possible, perhaps the simplest, choice of q. is zero. However, use of a nonzero t/., 
e.g., t/, = (n log n)- 1 may be better for small sample properties of the bootstrap when 
m is very close to one. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we obtain a series of results which are of independent 
interest as well. Different echniques are used for the three cases m < 1, m = 1 and 
m > 1. In all the cases, properties of the estimator rfi. in (2.6) (which in turn uses that of 
rh,) are required. These are presented in the next section. Necessary limit theorems for 
array of branching processes for the three cases are obtained in Section 4. Finally, 
Theorem 2.1 is proved in Section 5 using results obtained in Sections 3 and 4. 
3. Properties of the modified estimator 
Let rh, be the estimator given in (2.6). In this section we obtain a number of 
properties oftfi, which will be useful in proving Theorem 2.1. First, we state and prove 
a law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for tfi, in (1.2), when m = 1. The LIL result will be 
used in the proposition following the proof of the lemma. Note that for Lemma 3.1 
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and Proposition 3.1 below we do not require any specific distributional ssumption, 
hence we state the necessary moment conditions. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose m = 1 in model (1.1) and E[~[ 2+~ < oo for  some s > O. Then for  
ih, defined in (1.2), 
- =0  =7- - '=- -  a.s. asn~ ~.  
Ei=I Zi -1  
(3.1) 
Proof. It will be shown below that conclusion (3.1) follows from Lemma 2 (result (2.4)) 
of Wei (1985). To this end, let 
Zi-1 
Wi = (Zi -- Z i -1  - Yi) = ~ (~i-1,k - -  1) = u i~ i ,  (3.2) 
k=l  
where ui = ~ 1, and ei = wi/ui, i fui v~ 0 and 0 otherwise. Clearly, {el} is a sequence 
of martingale differences with respect o the a-field ~,  = a{~i - l , k ,  Y~, 1 <<. i <~ n, 
k t> 1 }. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1 of Lai and Wei (1983), there is a constant C such that 
E{l~,12÷Sl~-l} ~ CEl~ - 11TM a.s. (3.3) 
Hence, condition (1.2) of Lemma 2 in Wei (1985) holds. It only remains to check 
condition (2.3) of Lemma 2 in Wei (1985), which amounts to showing that for some 
0<c<l ,  
Z , -  1 = o Zi-  1 a.s., as n ~ ~.  (3.4) 
i=1  
It can be shown using arguments similar to the proof of Lemma A of Sriram et al. 
(1991) that for y > ½, 
l imP Z ,>6 Zi-1 for somen>/k  =0 (3.5) 
k~ i= l  
for any 6 > 0. This implies that for V > ½, 
Zn = o Z i -  1 a.s., as  n ~ ~.  (3.6) 
i=1  
" v"  + 1 Z i -  1 we have from (3.6) that for Since ~i= 1 Z i -  1 <~ ~i=  
0 ({V n+ 1 Z, = ,,z-i=1 Zi-1) y) a.s. as n~ ~.  This yields (3.4). Hence, as n~ ~,  
(Zi - Z i -  1 - Yi) = o Z i -  1 log log Zi -  1 
i l l  i=1  i= l  
a.s., 
~>½, 
which by the definition of rh, yields the required result. [] 
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Proposition 3.1. Consider the model (1.1). The followin 9 hold for the estimator rfi. in (2.6): 
Case m # 1: 
rh, ~ m a.s. as n ~ oo. (3.7) 
Case m = 1: Suppose for some s > 0, EI~I 2+S < oo. Then 
n(rfi. - 1) ~ 0 a.s., as n ~ oo. (3.8) 
Case m > 1: 
n(rfi, - m) ~ 0 a.s. as n ~ oo, (3.9) 
and hence 
( - -~)"~1 a.s. as n~ ~.  (3.10) 
Proof. Let m # 1. Note that (3.7) follows readily if we show for r~. in (1.2) that 
~.~ma.s .  asn -~ oo (3.11) 
and 
P(rfi. # ~h. i.o.) = 0. (3.12) 
For  (3.11), note that 
rh . -m= ~, (Z i -mZi - l -Y i ) /  ~ Zi - l~Oa.s .  asn~ ~ (3.13) 
i=1 / i=1 
by the strong law of large numbers for martingales (Hall and Heyde, 1980; 
[HH]  hereafter, Theorem 2.18) applied to the martingale sequence 
{ E~=I (Zl  -- mZi -x  - Yi), .J~.} for ~-, defined in Lemma 3.1. As for (3.12), 
P(tfi, ¢: rh. i.o.) ~< P( I~ ,  - 11 ~< 6. i.o.) 
~< P(Ith, - ml >i Im - 11 - 6. i.o.) 
0, 
because m # 1, 6. J, 0 a.s. and (3.13) holds. Hence the case m # 1. 
Let m = 1 and t />  0. Then, there exists N such that nq, < t 1 for all n ~> N. Therefore 
P(nlrfi, - II > t/i.o.) ~< P(lrh. - II > 6, i.o.) 
= p ((zT  
(log log Y.i= 1 Zi- 1) 1/2 
'~. (E"= 1 z,- ,)  1/2 ) 
> ( l°gl°g Y~7=1 Zi_~)u 2 i.o. 
=0 
by the assumptions on 6. (see (2.6)) and Lemma 3.1. Hence the case m = 1. 
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Finally, let m > 1. Observe that (3.9) follows from (3.12) provided 
n(rhn - m) ~ 0 a.s. as n ~ ~.  (3.14) 
For e e (0, ½), write using the definition of rhn that 
: 
× (Zi - mZi -1  - Yi) Z i -1  • (3.15) 
i=1  /=1 
Now (3.14) follows since the strong law for martingales ( ee [HH], Theorem 2.18) 
, y n )l/2+e imp l ies that~i= l (Z i -mZi_ l -  i ) / (~ i= lZ i _ l  ~ 0 a.s., and a result of Seneta 
(1970) (also see Heyde 1970, Theorem 3) implies that 
m -n ~ Zi-1--*(m-1)-lWa.s. asn~ oo, (3.16) 
i=1  
where W is a positive random variable. It is easy to see that (3.9) implies (3.10). Hence 
the proposition. [] 
4. Array of  branching processes 
Consider a general array of branching processes {Z~ ")} given by 
Z~ n) = ~ ~}~l,k + Y~"), i=  1,2, ..., (4.1) 
k=l  
where, for each n, Z~o ") 1, ~¢(,)~ isa sequence ofi.i.d.r.v.'s with mean #, and variance = t i , j~  
a~, and { y~n)} is a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with mean 2, and variance b~; also, assume 
that {~!n!~ and { Yl n)} are independent. The following condition is assumed through- t~ l , J )  
out this section: For the model defined in (4.1), 
(A4) /~,~m, 2 ,~2,  a~a 2 as n~ oo, (4.2) 
where m, 2, and a 2 are all positive and finite. Define 
/~n = ~!") - , - ,  ~ (Z~n) y~n,) (4.3) 
i=1  i=1 
and the pivot 
vn = Zi-1 (lln - #,). (4.4) 
i=1  
In this section, we derive the limit distribution of vn for the cases m < 1, m = 1 and 
m > 1 under (A4) and other regularity conditions. Incidentally, the limit distribution 
of vn when m = 1 in (A4) has been derived by Sriram (1994) and it is stated next. 
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Theorem 4.1. For model (4.1), assume condition (A4) in (4.2) with m = 1. Furthermore, 
assume that bZ. ~ b 2 e (0, ~)  and for a real number ~, 
p.=l+~n- l+o(n  -1) asn~ ~. (4.5) 
Suppose, for any sequence {x.} such that x,  ~ x ~ (0, ~), 
l im o.n-ZE "~") /G[ 2 I{1¢,.~ ~1,1 - ~.1/> ~o,/~.) = 0 (4.6)  
for all ~ > O. Then for v, defined in (4.4), 
D 
v. ----, v(~, 2, o. 2) as n ~ ~,  (4.7) 
where 
V(~,J,,O "2) = {f~X~(t )d t ) - l /2{X~(1) -2}  - o~ { f :Xa( t )d t  1)1/2 (4.8) 
and {X,(t)} is a nonnegative diffusion process with generator 
~¢,h(x) = ~xh'(x) + 2h'(x) + (1/2)xo.Zh"(x), h e C~ [0, ~). (4.9) 
Proof. See Sriram (1994, Corollary 3.1). [] 
Next, we consider the case when #, ~ m < 1. First, we state (without proof) 
a Ll-Convergence for martingale arrays, which will be used in the theorem proved 
below. 
Lemma 4.1. For each n >~ 1, let { U.i, if,i, 1 ~ i <~ n} define a martingale difference 
sequence. I f  
lim sup sup EIU.i I I{Iu., I>M}=O, (4.10) 
M--*oo n l <~ i <~ n 
then 
U,i ~0.  (4.11) n- lE  
i=1 
The above lemma can be proved using exactly the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.22 of [HH] with p = 1, even though the theorem in [HH] does not 
consider an array. 
For the process in (4.1) define a sequence of o.-fields ~,~, for each n >~ 1, by 
,~,i o. { ¢ ~") , Y~"), 1 <~ l <~ i, j >~ l }. (4.12) l - - l , j  
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Theorem 4.2. For model (4.1), assume condition (A4) in (4.2) with m < 1 and also that 
b2~b 2 E(O, ~).  Furthermore, assume that for some 6 > 0, El~t")12+~ < B for all 
n >>, 1. Then, for v. defined in (4.4), 
D 
v. ,N(0, a 2) as n~ oe. (4.13) 
Proof. Use (4.3) and (4.4) to write 
) -  1/2 
Vn = L Z}n)-i L (Z} " ) -  l~ .Z~x-  YI ")) 
i=1  i=1 




X. ,  = n-1/2 (Zl.) - t~,L,_l" "7(") - YI ")) and S.k = ~ X., .  (4.15) 
i=1  
Then, for each n >/1, {S~k, ~-~k, k >/1} defines a martingale sequence, so that {S.k, ~-,k, 
k/> 1, n/> 1 } defines a martingale array with the conditional variance given by 
E(X . i l~ . , i -1 )  = 62n -1 1" 
i=1  i=1 
(4.16) 
Use (4.15) and (4.16) to write v. = a.(S. . /V. . ) .  Then, we will use the martingale array 
CLT given in Corollary 3.2 of [-HH] to prove (4.13). To this end, it suffices to check the 
conditions of Corollary 3.2 of [HH] (also see Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 of 
[HH]). First we show that V. z converges in probability. For this, observe that 
n-1 L iZ ( . )  . , - , ( . ) _2 . )=n- ,  L . ,Z(.) (.) ._, - . . .~ ,_ ,  {(1  - ~ . )z~ "~ + ~.~ , - z , _ l  - 2 .}  
i=1  i=1 
=(1--~.)n-' ~Z?'+ ~.n-'(Z~"'--Z'o"')--2. 
i=1  
(4.17) 
(Z t") " "~t") - 2.), then {U.i, ~.~, i >1 1} defines a martingale difference Let U.i = , - i - t~.z~i-1
sequence for each n >i 1. Furthermore, 
/ zl"-' 1 )2 
e ,  v . , ,2  = E __2 , .  j - , . )  + - 2.) 
J 
= 62EtZ(n) ~ 2 n ~ i- 1 I -]'- bn by conditioning on ~-..i_ 1, 
= 0"2{~/-1 -'~ 2.(1 +/ t .  + ... +/~-2)} + b~ (4.18) 
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by repeated conditioning and the fact that Z~o ") = 1. Now use (A4) in (4.2) and that 
/~,---, m < 1 to get 
sup sup ElUnil2< (x3. (4.19) 
n l<~i<~n 
This implies condition (4.10) of Lemma 4.1. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, 
rl- 1 ~ (Z  (n) . ,7(n) _ An) LI . i -gnz~i -1  ,0  asn~ ~,  (4.20) 
i=1  
and therefore (4.20) holds in probability as well. Also, since 
E(Z~"~) = ~ +,~(1 +~+ ... + ~-~) ,  
we have by (A4) that 
- 1 (n) P n Z~ ,0  asn~ oo. (4.21) 
Using (A4) once more, (4.17), (4.20) and (4.21) we get 
n-  1 ZI n) ,2/(1 - m) as n ~ oo. (4.22) 
i=1  
Hence, from (4.16), (4.21) and (4.22) 
2 P V. . - -~  a22/(1 - m) as n ~ oo. (4.23) 
Let t 1 -- a22/(1 - m). Since ~ is a constant, condition (3.21) of Theorem 3.2 in [HH]  
can be dropped (see Remarks after Corollary 3.1 in [HH]) .  Now, it only remains to 
show for X~i defined in (4.15) that for all e > 0, 
~E ~,~ ,0  as n~ ~.  (4.24) {X~ii{ix.,l> } n,i-1} P 
i=1  
For this, it suffices to show that 
~E~IX 12 +'s I ,.~, P t, hi, , ~.i-t} ,0  asn~ oo, (4.25) 
i= l  
where 3 is as in the hypothesis of the theorem and c~ ~ (0, 2). But, by a result of Chow 
and Teicher (1978) (see Corollary 10.3.2, p. 357) there exists a constant K~ > 0 such 
that 
- l a .L i - ,  - E l  12+~l~-..~-x} = E ~ ,o i - , , k  
k=l 
~< "*l'-'i-xr" ,~,c.} 11+6/2E1¢~,)_/~,12+* 
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Hence, by the assumptions that El ~(")l 2+~ ~< B for all n/> 1, and #.  ~ m < 1 we have 
for some constant B~ that 
E{IX., I2+~I~.. i -1} <~ nl n-(l+&/2) ~ zln21l l+&/2 
i=1  i=1 
P 
,0 as n~ ~,  (4.26) 
(n) 2 because, for 6 e (0, 2), E I Z~ 111 + 6/2 ~< E (Z~_ 1 ) and it is possible to show using (A4) in 
n (4.2) and the assumption m < 1 that F~i= 1E (Z~ 1)2 = O (n), as n ~ oe. Hence, the 
theorem follows from Corollary 3.2 of [HH], (4.23) and (4.26). [] 
Finally, consider the case when #. ~ m > 1. For this case, assume further that { ¢~."J }
and {Y}")} defined in (4.1) satisfy the following: For each n t> 1, the r.v. 
4 (") has p.m.f. Po,, 
and 
Y(") has p.m.f, qo,, (4.27) 
where Po. and q~b, are as defined in (2.1) with 0 and ~b replaced by O. and ~b,, 
respectively. Let Fo. and G~. be distribution functions associated with Po, and q~,, 
respectively. Also, let 17o and G~ be distribution functions associated with Po and 
q~ defined in (2.1). 
Theorem 4.3. For the model (4.1), assume that (4.27) holds. Also, assume (A3) in (2.7), 
(A4) in (4.2) with m > 1 and 
n(p . -m)~O as n~ ~.  (4.28) 
Then, for v. defined in (4.4), 
D 
v. ,N(0, a 2) asn~ ~. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.3, we construct an array process {Z~ ")} and a process 
{2,,} on a common probability space, in the following way: Let {U~,j} and {Vi} be two 
sequences of uniform (0, 1) r.v.'s, all of which are independent and defined on 
a common probability space. Define, for Fo., G¢., 17o and Go above, 
~'!").,,j = FoX(U,,j), f~") = G~,.I(V,), ¢~,j = Fo l (U i , j )  and Yi = G~'(Vi), 
(4.29) 
i, j~> 1. Here, for a distribution function H, H-l(w)=inf{x:H(x)>~w}, for 
0 < w < 1. Now, define Zi t") by 
~(~) 1 i -  
2~ ") y~ ~'(") ,7!") = i _ l , k+_ ,  , i=  1,2, . . . ,  (4.30) 
k=l  
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with ZOo ~ = 1. Also, define 2~ by 
2 ,= ~ ~_1.k+17~, i=1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4.31) 
k=l  
with 2 o = 1. Observe that, by (4.27) and the above construction, {Z~")} has the same 
distribution as {Z~ ")} defined in (4.1) for each n >~ 1, and {Z,} has the same distribu- 
tion as {Zi} defined in (1.1) (with the assumption (2.1)). Define a sequence of a-fields 
by 
~i=a{Uk_ l , j ,  Vk, l<<.k<~i,j>~l}, i>~l. (4.32) 
By a result of Seneta (1970), there exists a positive r.v. W~ such that 
m-"Z,--* W1 a.s. as n ~ ~ (4.33) 
for 2.  defined in (4.31). 
Next, we state two lemmas for the array {2~ ")} in (4.30) which will be used in the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 below. 
Lemma 4.2. For the process {Z,~")} in (4.30), assume that #. ~ m > 1 and 2. ~ 2 as 
n ~ ~.  Furthermore, assume (4.28) and (A3) in (2.7). Then, for W1 in (4.33), 
- n ,-~ (n) P 
/~, L .  ,W 1 asn~ ~.  (4.34) 
Moreover, 
/~2" ~/ -  1 , (m - 1)- 1 W1 as n --* ~. (4.35) 
i=1  
Lemma 4.3. For the process {2~ n) } in (4.30), assume that condition (A4) in (4.2) holds 
with m > 1. Then, as n --* oo, 
(m-  1) 1/2 ~ m -j12 r¢~ (n) ~(n) ,~(n) ~1 
LX~n- - j+  l - -  ]Anon_ j - -  A n - - j+  l J /  
j= l  
Z n) + 1)1/2] ~D~ N(0, a2). 
n- - j  
Lemma 4.2 shows that a result similar to (4.33) holds for the array {2~ n)} in (4.30) as 
well. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is quite nontrivial and is given in Section 6. Lemma 4.3 
is an array version of Corollary 3.3 of Wei and Winnicki (1989) and can be proved 
using the same arguments as in their paper. Hence we omit its proof. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is given next. The method of proof of Theorem 4.3 is 
similar to that of Theorem 3.5 of Wei and Winnicki (1989) for the model (1.1), 
although ere one needs to work harder because of the array structure. 
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and 
n 
~(n)ll~(n) D (m-  1) 1/2 ~ m - (n - i+1)~2 i /L~i-  1 + 1) 1/2 ' N(0, 0"2). (4.41) 
i=1 
But, (4.41) follows from Lemma 4.3 by setting n - i + 1 = j  and summing over j. As 
for (4.40), use z~i in (4.31) to rewrite the left-hand side of (4.40) as 
m "-1)/2 + 1) /m" -1) ]  1/2 
i=1 
- ~ ~." ) /~2 (") [ (5 / -1  + 1)~re(i-I)] 1/2} , / ,  i-1 + 1) 1/2 
+ ~ m"-1)/2{[(2~-1 + 1)/m(~-1)] 1/2 W~/2}~(.")/t2(") - -  ' /~  i -1  + 1) 1/2 
i=1 
= (I) + (II), say. (4.42) 
and 
~. = 1 (ft. - p.). (4.36) 
\ i= l  
Since {2~ ~)} and {Z~ ")} defined in (4.1) have the same distribution for each n/> 1, we 
have that ~, has the same distribution as v, defined in (4.4). Therefore, it suffices to 
show that 
~n D)  N(0, a 2) as n ~ oo. (4.37) 
To this end, let g~") (Z~") " ~(") ~(") = - ~ , i -1  - Yi . Use (4.36) to write 
~ (n) ~(n) 
i=1 i=1 
( ~") ~ [ (Z~I  + 1) 1/2 (m"- l )w1)  1/2] Zi_  1 
i=1 i=1 
~;(.n)/12(n) ~ re(i-1)/2 ~(n)/[~(n) }, t /~, i -1  -~ 1) 1/2 + WI/2 i /,, i-1 + 1) 1/2 (4.38) 
i=1 
where W1 is the r.v. defined in Lemma 4.2 above. Observe that (4.28) implies 
(p,/m)" ~ 1 as n -* oo. (4.39) 
Therefore, by (4.39), (4.35) and (4.38) it suffices to show that 
[(2~"-)1 + 1) 1/2 (m,-l)W1~1/21~t")/t2(") - i a i /~ i-1 + 1) 1/2 = °v(m"/2) (4.40) 
i=1 
For the process {7,~ ")} in (4.30), let 
ft, = 2 ~"-) 1 ,-i(Z(") -Y/-(") ) 
i=1 i=1 
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Consider (II) first. Apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get 
I(II)l ~< A112R1/2 (4.43) - -n  - -n  
where 
and 
An m ( i -1) /2  {E(2,-1 + 1)/m"-l~] 1/2 - W~/2} z 
i=1  
B, = ~ mli-x'/z[~:]"132/(Zl") ._ + 1). (4.44) 
i=1  
By (4.33) [or Heyde, 1970, Theorem 3) we have that 
A" = ° ( ~ m(i- ')/2 ) = x a.s. (4.45) 
Moreover, from the definition of ~i-- (") and (4.30) we get by conditioning w.r.t. (9~ in 
(4.32) that 
E(B,) <~ a2, ~ m (i-1)/2 = O(mn/2) ,  (4.46) 
i=1  
since a~ ~ tr 2. Hence, 
B, = Ov(m"/2 ). (4.47) 
From (4.43), (4.45) and (4.47), 
I(II) l = o v(m "/2). (4.48) 
As for (I) in (4.42), use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality once again to get 
I(I)l ~< C 1/2B1/2, (4.49) 
where B, is as in (4.44) and 
C, = ~ m (i-1)/2 {[(Zl")x + 1)/m('-1)] 1/2 - [(Z,i-1 + 1)/m(i-l)]l/2} z. (4.50) 
i=1  
Now, choose n large enough such that #, > 1. By the inequality [x/x + 1 
- x/Y + 11 z ~< Ix - Yl, for x, y >1 0, arguments similar to (6.3) in Section 6 below and 
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that E(Zi) <<. Km i for some K > 0, 
EIC, I <~ ~, m-¢i-1)/2E[21")_l - ~i-11 
i=1  
<~ ~ m -(i-1)/2 Cn It j + d. #J.-XE(2i_j_l) 
i=1  \ j=O j= l  
<~ Cn(p, -- 1) -1 [(t, tn/m) V 1] n-1 ~ m (i-1)/z 
i=1  
+ Km-ldnn[(l~n/m) v 1] n- l  ~ m (i-1)/z 
i=1  
= o(m"/2), (4.51) 
because (4.39) holds, c. --, 0 and nd. --* 0 (see (6.6) in Section 6). Here x v y denotes 
max(x, y). Therefore, by (4.49), (4.47) and (4.51) we have 
l i, I = ov(m"/Z) • (4.52) 
Assertion (4.40) now follows from (4.42), (4.48) and (4.52). From (4.40), (4.41) and (4.38), 
we have that (4.37) holds and hence the conclusion of the theorem. [] 
5. Asymptotic validity of bootstrap 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given a sample realization of { (Zi, Yi), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n}, observe 
that the bootstrap process {Z*} defined in (2.3) is an array process defined in 
(4.1) with 
#. = n3,, rr. z =Var*(¢*),  2. = 2, and b, z = Var*(Y*), (5.1) 
where rh, is defined by (2.6) and 2, is as in (1.2). By (A1) in (2.7), and since rfi, ~ m a.s., 
for all m > 0 (see Proposition 3.1, displays (3.7) and (3.8)) and 2, ~ 2 a.s., we have that 
for each to e {rh, --. m and 2, ~ 2}, which has probability 1 for all m > 0, 
(A4) in (4.2) is satisfied for {Z* } in (2.3). (5.2) 
The rest of the proof is divided into two cases. 
Case m = 1: For this case, we will apply Theorem 4.1. By (3.8) of Proposition 3.1 we 
have that n(rf i , -  1 )~0 a.s.. Let t2 = {rfi, ~ 1, 2,--*2, and n(n~,-  1)~0}.  Then, 
clearly P(f2)= 1. For each 09 e f2, the first two conditions of Theorem 4.1 and 
condition (4.5) (with ct = 0) are easily satisfied. Moreover, from (A2) in (2.7) it follows 
that n-X/2E*l 4" -nS,(co)l 2+~ 0 as n ~ ~,  which implies condition (4.6) of The- 
orem 4.1. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, for each to e t2, 
sup [P*(V*<~x)--P(v(O,,~,a2)<~x)[~O asn~ oo, (5.3) 
-- ct3 <X< O0 
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where v is defined in (4.8). But, v(0, 2, 0 "2) has the same distribution as V defined in 
(1.4). Hence, (2.8) follows from (1.4) and (5.3) for the case m = 1. 
Case m # 1: Here, we will apply Theorem 4.2 for the case m < 1 and Theorem 4.3 
for the case m > 1. For  the case m < 1, let O1 = {gt. ~m,  2. ~2}.  Clearly, P(f21) = 1 
and as before all the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied for each co e t2~. Hence, 
(2.8) follows easily from Theorem 4.2 for the case m < 1. For  the case m > I, let 
~c~ 2 = {rfi ,~rn, 2 ,~)~ and n( r f i . -  m)~0}.  Note that from (3.9) we have that 
n(rfi, - m) --* 0, if m > 1 (see Proposit ion 3.1). For  co ~ t22, argue as before and use 
Theorem 4.3 to conclude that (2.8) follows for the case m > 1. Hence the Theorem 
2.1. [] 
6. Proof of Lemma 4.2 
Consider the processes defined in (4.30) and (4.31). In view of(4.33), for the assertion 
(4.34) it suffices to show that 
El(2~")/p~)-(2./m")l~O as n~ ~.  (6.1) 
Recall that E~ "¢") = #,, E~ = m and let 
c, = El I7¢") - I71 and d, = E[~ "¢"~ - ~'1. (6.2) 
Now use (4.30), (4.31), conditioning w.r.t. {f¢i} defined in (4.32) and (6.2) to write 
E I2~") -2 . I~<EI? ]  " ) -1711+E ~'¢") - ¢.-1,k n- l ,k  
I k= l  k=l  
Z 
~< c. #~ + #:EI2~o "~ - 2ol + d. y~ #~E(2._j_I) 
j=O j=O 
= c. ~ + d. ~-  ~ E(2 ._ j ) ,  (6.3) 
\ j=O j= l  
we used 2~o "~= 2o = 1. By (4.39) (recall that (4.28) implies (4.39)) and where 
EZ.  = 0 (m") we have that 
El(2~")/~t".) - (Z,/m")I ~</~X"EI2~ "  - Z,I + I1 - (m/~.)"IE(2./m") 
= ~t ; "E I2 .  ~"' - 2.1 + o(1). (6.4) 
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Since #. ---, m > 1, let n be large enough such that/t~- 1 < 1. But, f rom (6.3) and since 
EZ._ i <~ Klrn "-j for some Kt > 0, 
p;.Ei2 .) _
j= l  j= l  
<~c, ~ #;J + d.Kl(ml#.)"m -1 ~ ( /~./m) ; -1  
j= l  i=1  
~< (p~x _ 1)-1c. + Kl(m/#n)nm-I [(/~./m) v 1]n(nd.) 
--. 0 (6.5) 
by/~. --* m > 1, ( l tn /m)  n ~ 1, and provided we show that 
c .~0 and nd.~O asn~ ~.  (6.6) 
We will show below that nd, ~ 0 as n ~ ~.  Similar, but simpler arguments show 
that c, ~ 0 as n ~ ~.  To this end, observe that by (4.28) it suffices to show that 
d, = O(1#, -  ml) as n ~ ~.  (6.7) 
Recall the definitions of ~'t~) and ( from (4.30) and (4.31), respectively, and that 
Po.[(~) = i] = po.(i) and Po[( = i] = po(i) for i/> 0. Also, for i ~> 0, recall that 
i i 
7o.(0 = ~ Po.(J), 7o(0 = ~ Po(j) (6.8) 
j=O j=O 
from assumption (A3) in (2.7). Then, by the definition ofFo. 1 and Fox in (4.29) we have 
that 
d, = EI~ "t") - ~l = y2 IFo.l(x) - Fol(x) ldx 
= ~ 170,(i)- ?0(i)1. (6.9) 
i=0  
Since #. = E~ "(") =f l (0,)  and m = E(=f l (O) where f l  is a homeomorphism (see 
Section 2), in order to show (6.7) it suffices to show that 
lim sup I O. - O I - 1 ~ 17o. (i) - 7o (i) 1 < oo. 
Wl~oo i=0 
Clearly, (6.10) follows from assumption (A3) in (2.7). 
As for assertion (4.35), write 
'= i=0  
n-1  
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Then, by (4.34) and since (m/pn)" ~ 1, it suffices to show that 
p;" ~ EI2~ " ) -  2,1-o0. (6.12) 
i=1  
For each 1 ~ i ~< n, argue as in (6.3) to get 
i= l  i= l  j 
+ d,,#;" ~ ~ ,J-IE(Z,_j)~O (6.13) 
i=11=1 
by arguments similar to (6.5) and (6.6). Hence the assertion (4.35) and the lemma. [] 
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